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 Reviews 463

 essays are particularly valuable for the light they thrdw on the social and
 domestic life of our neighbours across the Channel^ concferning which there is
 still so much ignorance and misunderstanding on the part of English pebplfe;
 The entente cordiate, if it is to be sound and lasting, must rest on real know?
 ledge and not on mere passing sentiment. A perusal of Miss Betham-Edwards*s
 pages cannot fail to extend such knowledge and lead to a better and fuller
 understanding of French life and character. When English and French are
 fighting side by side for the same ends, the same ideals, the publication of such
 a work as this should prove as useful as it is opportune. There are several
 illustrations, the most interesting of which is a striking photograph of the
 distinguished naturalist, J. H. Fabre.

 A Holiday in TJmbria.? Sir T. G. jackson, R.A. London : Murray. 1917.
 Pp. vii. and 206. Illustrations. 10s. 6d. net.

 In this book Sir Thomas jackson gives an account of two short tours in
 Eastern Italy made as long ago as 1881 and 1888. Owing no doubt to the long
 interval it is a little lacking in life and freshness. Riinini, Pesaro, Fano,
 Ancona, Loreto, Urbino and Gubbio were visited and are briefly described?
 attention being called to the architecture of the churches and palaces. His?
 torical matter is interspersed regarding the mediaeval reigning despots of these
 cities. The description of and comments on the architectural beauties of this,
 comparatively speaking, little-known part of Italy are very interesting coming
 from so distinguished an artist and architect as Sir Thomas Jackson. They
 are made all the more so by his charming sketches, some of which are admir-
 ably reproduced in colour. The palace of Urbino?a city dear to the artist as
 the birthplace of Raffael and Bramante?claims most attention, and is described
 in some detail with the aid of a plan and illustrations. The writer ends with
 an account of the journey over the Apennines through the Passo del Furlo,
 with its tunnel made in the time of Vespasian, to Gubbio, remarkable for its
 situation, duomo and palaces. More than a third of the book is given to an
 analysis of Castiglioni's curious work, ' II Cortegiano,' so intimately associated
 with Urbino when it was the seat of the most refined court of the Middle Ages
 ?a work worthy of being better known and more widely read than it is at the
 present day. A map ofthe district traversed woiild have been a useful addition.

 E. A. P.
 ASIA

 A Naturalist in Borneo.? By the late R. W. C. Shelford, of Emmanuel College,
 Cambridge, M.A., etc. Edited, with a Biographical Introduction, by E. B.
 Poulton, F.R.S., Hope Prof. of Zoology and Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford.
 London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd. 1916. i$s. net.
 Robert Shelford, the author of this posthumous book, died in his prime.

 Although during his forty years of life he had accomplished much research
 and systematic biological work, both as the highly qualified curator of the
 Sarawak State Museum in Borneo?to whose contents he added largely by well-
 planned scientific expeditions in the island?and later as the gifted assistant-
 curator of the Hope Department of Zoology at Oxford, he was not permitted
 to garner the full harvest of which his powers gave such sure promise. Having
 spent seven years in the Bornean curatorship, of which he says, " I would fain
 pay a small tribute to the delights of this appointment," Mr. Shelford returned
 to England and was appointed to the Hope Department of Zoology at Oxford,
 where he worked with his usual untiring energy, till a recrudescence of a
 trouble from which he had suffered in latent form for many years finally laid
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